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APPEAL TO ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE FEDERATION

Support for the Centenary Celebrations

Ravindra Modi
President

Gowra Srinivas
Sr Vice President

Arun Luharuka
Vice President

Ravindra Modi
President

FTAPCCI thanks its members for their unstinting support for over a hundred years, in all efforts towards the
betterment of Trade, Commerce and Industry. Today, FTAPCCI is one of the most respected – and perhaps
one of the largest – chambers of commerce in the country. We have also started building strong linkages with
academies/universities to become a Knowledge Chamber, embarking towards “SHATHAK SHATHAK
PRAGATI”.

FTAPCCI’s Centenary Celebrations were flagged off on July 4, 2016, by the Hon’ble Governor of Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh Shri E.S.L. Narasimhan. To commemorate the centenary, the Hon’ble Governor launched
its FTAPCCI’s Centenary Logo with numeric “100” depicted by wheels, which were extensions of the
wheel used in the FTAPCCI Logo. In this event, he also launched FTAPCCI’s new website, featuring online
membership enrolment, gateway link for payments, online hall bookings and live video-telecast facility for the
seminars & events.

Plans for the Centenary Year include several programs, showcasing Telangana & Andhra Pradesh to key
stakeholders; cultural programs; and conferences, seminars, workshops & other knowledge-sharing platforms.
The Hon’ble President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee, has kindly consented to participate in our
Centenary Celebrations in the month of December.  FTAPCCI will cherish the moment and celebrate it
every year as the Annual Day.  The Federation also looks forward to events graced by the Chief Ministers
of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. Details will be shared with you separately.  

We look forward to your active participation in FTAPCCI’s Annual Day and all other upcoming
programs in the Centenary Year. Communications regarding the upcoming events will be sent to your
mailbox and also shared on the website.

I request to you to help commemorate and celebrate FTAPCCI’s Centenary Year in a befitting manner by
making a voluntary contribution of an amount equivalent to one year’s membership subscription (or more)
towards Centenary Celebrations. Those who wish to contribute more generously are urged to do so.
Contributions can be made either in cash or through cheque/demand draft drawn in favour of ‘FTAPCCI”. 
The contributions will be thankfully acknowledged.

Looking forward to your support and active participation as we celebrate FTAPCCI’s Centenary Year in a
grand manner…
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Fresh Guidelines for Onshore Wind Power
Projects:

In a significant boost for India’s clean energy growth,
the ministry of new and renewable energy (MNRE)
has finally issued fresh guidelines for onshore wind
power projects after a gap of two decades. The new
set of rules promises to spur the growth of wind power
capacity by addressing all the major issues.

The Modi government is working on a target to add
175 Gigawatt of renewable power generation capacity
including 60 GW of wind energy in the country by 2022.
At present, India has 28.1 GW of installed wind power
capacity across the country.

“The new guidelines are a step in the right direction
mainly because they promotes wind-solar hybrid,
repowering and storage,” said DV Giri, Director general
at IWTMA

The new document address all the major issues including
land use permission, availability of wind resource, grid
connectivity, transport logistics, environmental
acceptability, micrositing, health and safety,
hybridization, repowering and decommission plan.

“Land allotment by the state government for the wind
power project, a maximum period of four years may
be allowed for development and start of commissioning
of the project and in case of a delay the land allotment
may be canceled,” the guidelines stated.

The document added that project developer should
ensure that grid connectivity is technically and
commercially feasible at the site selected.

The guidelines also stated that any proposal to establish
wind power project should necessarily include a
decommissioning plan of the wind turbine after
completion of their useful life.

The document stressed on the importance of availability
of necessary clearances from authorities concerned in
case the sites being selected for wind power project
(WPP) falls under forest land, habitat of migratory birds
and their flight routes, civil aviation, defence and heritage
establishments.

The document added that the National Institute of Wind
Energy (NIWE) will prescribe criteria for noise and
shadow flicker in consultation with stakeholders to

ensure health and safety of people working or residing
near the wind power installations.

According to MNRE feels the need for new guidelines
were because of advancement in the wind turbine
technology, requirement to comply with various
standards and regulations issued by Central Electricity
Authority (CEA) and other regulatory bodies, to address
issues related to micrositing, decommissioning, health
and safety.

Over the past 2 decades, the wind turbine technology
in India has evolved from less efficient turbines with
low capacity of 225 KW to more efficient turbines with
high capacity of 3 mega watt being manufactured in
India, the ministry document added.

India has the fourth largest installed wind power capacity
in the world

Source: ET Energyworld

World Bank pegs India’s energy efficiency market
at Rs 1.6 lakh crore

India’s market potential for energy efficient products
has risen more than four times to a Rs 1.6 lakh crore,
estimated on the basis of the success of UJALA —
the Narendra Modi government’s scheme to replace
old filament and CFL bulbs with modern LED lamps,
says a yet-to-be published World Bank report.

The 3-part report has been prepared for Energy
Efficiency Services Ltd (EESL), promoted by state-
run power companies, spearheading the government’s
schemes for demand side management (DSM) through
energy efficient items.

“The success of UJALA has reinforced stakeholder
confidence in the promise of DSM and reestablished
the utility DSM market potential from Rs 44,000 crores,
estimated in 2010, to Rs 1.6 lakh crore by considering
the end-use energy efficiency opportunities alone,” says
the report.

It says residential end-use appliances, agriculture/
irrigation pumps and municipal infrastructure (street
lights etc.) are the top three DSM (demand side
management) markets contributing to this potential.

As an example, the report cites the UJALA scheme as
the quintessential DSM programme for Indian utilities,
driven entirely by market-based mechanisms. The
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Centre has since also launched similar programmes for
energy-efficient fans, air-conditioners and irrigation
pumps.

The report estimates the renewed focus on DSM would
deliver 178 billion units of electrical energy savings per
annum that roughly translates to 18-20% of the current
levels of all-India annual electricity consumption and
potential to reduce annual carbon emission to the tune
of 150 million tonne.

Besides, areas such as demand response, solar
photovoltaic (SPV) rooftop systems and smart grids –
all pet projects of the power ministry under Piyush
Goyal’s watch – offer tremendous market potential for
utility DSM in India, says the report.

Noting that more than 100 million 7-watt and 9-watt
LED lamps has been sold to households and institutional
consumers, the report says the scheme is currently
delivering over 35 million kWh (kilowatt hour, or unit)
of energy savings per day. This translates into more
than Rs 14 crore in energy cost savings per day and
2,667 MW of avoided generation capacity.

The emergence of EESL as a public sector energy
services company (ESCO) to design, finance and
implement utility scale DSM solutions and further lead
investment related actions has proved to be a silver
bullet towards breaking the institutional and financial
logjam to scale up utility DSM resources in India, the
report notes.

By adopting unique market driven approaches, derived
from globally successful and innovative DSM delivery
models, EESL has achieved unprecedented scale of
success in advancing utility DSM solutions in the recent
past.

After a Year of Surplus, Coal Stocks
Start to Show Signs of Scarcity

The Central Electricity Authority has
officially marked five power stations
where coal stocks have reached critical
level of which two have been labelled
“super critical stock positions,” in the
early signs of a coal shortage in the
country after more than a year.

At least 15 power stations have stocks that would last
five days or less.

For a pit-head power plant, a critical stock position is
attained when coal stacked at its yard is adequate only
for four days.

A super critical stocks position is when the coal is not
adequate for three days.

For a non-pit-head power plant critical stock position
is attained when coal is not enough for seven days and
stocks less than enough for four days makes the stock
position super critical for such power plants.

Total stocks at all power stations declined to 19 million
tonnes and is enough for 14 days on an average, against
23 million tonnes in the previous period being enough
for 19 days.

Over the last few months Coal India has reduced its
production because power plants refused to take
additional coal because their stockyards were full.

This slashed the increase in production and sales in the
last two months.

ET VIEW

Follow the Rules

Power generation companies should put in place proper
systems for payment and work with coal companies
and the railways to address issues that can affect supply
of coal. Adequate supply and stock of coal at power
plants is essential to ensuring there are no disruptions
in production and supply. The government and power
generation companies should move away from an ad
hoc approach to fuel supply. Procedures must be clear
and followed by all companies to prevent future
disruptions.

Source: ET Energyworld

Lower demand may pull down power sector
Growth:

The growth of the power sector during the July -
September quarter might be muted due
to poor demand from distribution
companies (DISCOMs). This has
resulted in decline in plant load factor
(PLF) of coal-based power plants to
54.7 per cent in the second quarter
(Q2) while it stood at 59 per cent, year-
to-date.

The demand for DISCOMs is likely to
be pushed back further with Ujwal Discom Assurance
Yojana likely facing implementation delays.

Analysts at the Religare expect NTPC to report flattish
growth in thermal output and lower PLF. With a 27 per
cent fall in thermal power generation in Q2, JSW is
likely to be hit by rising cost of imported coal and rupee
depreciation.
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AP, Telangana top the Ease of Doing Business list:

Andhra Pradesh and Telangana have jointly topped the
ease of doing business ranking in the list ‘Assessment
of State Implementation of Business Reforms 2016’
prepared by the World Bank and Department of
Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP).

The report was released by Commerce and Industry
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman. The exercise is aimed at
promoting competition among states with a view to
improve business climate to attract domestic as well as
foreign investments. This also improved the overall rank
of India from 131 to 130 in the World Bank’s latest
‘Doing Business’ report.

Gujarat occupied 3rd, while Chhattisgarh, Madhya
Pradesh and Haryana occupied the fourth, fifth and
sixth slots, respectively, in the index-based on degree
of implementation of DIPP’s 340-point Business
Reform Action Plan. In 2015 Index, Gujarat featured
at the top, with Andhra Pradesh grabbing the second
position and Telangana 13th.

The Action Plan includes reforms on 58 regulatory
processes, policies, practices, or procedures spread
across 10 reform areas spanning the lifecycle of a
typical business. These are mainly single window
clearance, tax reforms, labour and environment reforms,
dispute resolution and construction permit.

As per the latest 2016 Index, those in the list of top 10
states in India providing a better climate for businesses
include Jharkhand (7th), Rajasthan (8th), Uttarakhand
(9th) and Maharashtra (10th).

PM for making India global arbitration hub:

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 23rd October, 2016
called for making India a global hub for arbitration, such
as London, Paris or Singapore.

He highlighted that investors need to be assured the
rules of the game would not be changed arbitrarily and
commercial disputes could be resolved efficiently, in a
cost-effective and time-bound manner.

Efforts to make India a preferred destination for global
arbitration faced challenges. Among these were the
availability of good global arbitrators, professional

conduct, enforcing of neutrality, timely completion of
proceedings and a cost effective process.

Major disputes of companies here, such as Vodafone
or NTT DoCoMo, have moved to international
arbitration centres due to cumbersome processes in
India. The PM opined that India had no dearth of brilliant
lawyers or judges. It also had a large number of retired
judges, engineers and scientists, who could function as
competent arbitrators. However, this would require
widening the ambit of legal education in India. There is
need to develop specialized arbitration. Bar associations
also need to be professionally involved.

Enabling a system for alternative dispute resolution was
a national priority for India. He said businesses seek
the assurance of a prevalence of the rule of law in the
Indian market. “A robust legal framework, backed by
a vibrant arbitration culture, is essential.

Under the amendments to the arbitration law of 1996,
an arbitrator will have to settle a case within 18 months.
After the completion of 12 months, certain restrictions
will ensure the case does not linger.

The commercial courts legislation enables transfer of
all pending suits and applications relating to commercial
disputes involving a claim of 1 crore and above in high
courts and civil courts to the relevant commercial
division of courts. Commercial divisions are to be set
up in those high courts which are already exercising
ordinary original civil jurisdiction. There was also
deliberation on the latest amendments to the Arbitration
law, especially Section 29A which prescribes a time
limit for completion.

SOURCE: http://epaper.business-standard.com/
bsepaper/pdf/2016/10/24/20161024aE006101.pdf

Govt. recommends 5-20% anti-dumping duty on
jute:

Commerce ministry arm Directorate General of Anti-
Dumping and Allied Duties (DGAD) has recommended
anti-dumping duty of 5-20 per cent on jute and jute
products to protect the domestic industry. The
recommendations of them would require Finance
Ministry’s nod before the antidumping duty is imposed.
The DGAD had last year initiated anti-dumping
investigation against imports of products comprising jute
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yarn/twine, hessian fabrics, and jute sacking bags from
Nepal and Bangladesh on the request of Indian Jute
Mills Association.

Source:
http://epaper.business-

standard.com/bsepaper/pdf/2016/10/24/20161024a_009101.pdf

Eight core industries grow 5 per cent in
September:

Higher refinery output and steel production helped
India’s core sector expand to a three month high in
September, suggesting some firming up of infrastructure
activity.

The core sector output grew 5 per cent in September
from a year ago compared with 3.2 per cent expansion
in August, data released by commerce department on
Monday showed. The core sector index measures
output in eight infrastructure sectors – steel, cement,
coal, refinery, natural gas, crude oil, fertilisers and
electricity generation. Core sector index has a 38 per
cent weight in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP),
suggesting an improvement in industrial production in
September. The IIP data will be released on November
11.

Experts are of the view that industrial production is
weak and there is no sustained improvement. All these
boil down to the fact that private capex has not picked
up and will show in a volatile IIP. They have cited uptick
in expansion of non-oil exports, healthy growth of auto
production and inventory stocking prior to the festive
season for the growth, which may not sustain. At 21.3
per cent, sales of passenger vehicles in September were
the highest in terms of monthly sales in more than four
years. The sharpest rise in output expansion was seen
in refinery which grew 9.3 per cent from 3.5 per cent

in August. Fertilizer output rose 2 per cent, slower than
the August growth of 5.7 per cent.

However, coal, crude oil and natural gas were the three
sectors where production continued to fall and the
declines were 5.8 per cent, 4.1 per cent and 5.5 per
cent respectively.

The pickup in core sector growth in September is
enthusing to the extent that it foretells a year on year
rise in the IIP after two months of
contraction…However; the continued contraction in
output of coal, crude oil and natural gas as well as the
sub-3 per cent growth in fertilizers and electricity
indicate a narrow recovery.

Domestic demand for steel has not recovered at a similar
pace, casting some doubts on the sustainability of the
recent steel growth. Steel sector grew 16.3 per cent in
September from a year ago, compared with 17 per cent
growth in August. April-September core sector growth
was 4.6 per cent compared with 2.6 per cent a year
ago. Power production grew 2.2 per cent, which can
be attributed to healthy hydroelectricity generation.
However, the financial situation of DISCOMs would
partly dictate their demand for power purchase,
influencing generation growth.

Source:
Economic Times:  November 01, 2016

NITI Aayog ranks Maharashtra most farmer-
friendly state

Maharashtra has been ranked first state in the country
on reforms in agricultural marketing, followed by
Gujarat and Rajasthan, by the NITI Aayog.

Termed the Agricultural Marketing and Farmer Friendly
Reforms Index, it ranks states on three major
parameters — reforms in agricultural marketing, land
lease and forestry on private land.

“The state of Maharashtra achieves first rank in
implementation of various reforms. The state has
implemented most of the marketing reforms and offers
the best environment for doing agribusiness among all
states and UTs,” went an official statement.

http://www.business-standard.com/article/
economy-policy/niti-aayog-ranks-

maharashtra-most-farmer-friendly-

state-116103100988_1.html
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Trade Liberalization, Variety Products

and Quality –  A Boon for Industries

 * Radha Kumari

 * Research Assistant, FTAPCCI

Empirically it is been suggested that what an industry
exports to another state or country is much important
than how much in quantity a state is exporting. Generally,
some of the industries suffer from high commodity
concentration, dependence on primary products and
poor quality of exports. From many other dimensions
the increased variety and improved quality of exports
are considered as two important dimensions behind the
success of some of the fast
growing industries in an economy.
It is also found that many of the
fast growing industries have
started their business under liberal
trade policies.

Trade liberalization is the removal
or reduction of restrictions or
barriers on the free exchange of
goods between nations. This
includes the removal or reduction
of tariff obstacles, such as duties
and surcharges, and nontariff
obstacles, such as licensing rules,
quotas and other requirements. In
order to have effective growth
likewise fast growing industries,
the micro, small and medium
enterprises and also the large enterprises have to adopt
productivity differences and trade liberalization process
which promotes productivity growth in the short run
and makes consumers better off in the long run.

The engine of growth of an industry is the introduction
of new products which is based on good quality and
diversification of exports to other countries.  Exports
expand aggregate demand, encourage full employment
of resources, and earn revenues to pay for the imports
which enhance consumption and facilitate technological
progress. Also, in industrial organization, product
specification represents one way of dealing with
assessment of minimum levels of required product

quality. The export basket should not only be sufficiently
diversified but it should contain high value addition
products to experience more sustained growth effect
of openness.

On the other hand, Tariff reductions have significant
impacts on diversification of the export basket both
within and across sectors for large countries that can
influence the world prices of goods they trade. A price

which is most important
element contributes a lot in
economy’s growth for
trading. “Creeping inflation”
which means a slow upward
movement in prices that is
1%, 2% or 3% over a period
of several years which
accompanies growth in
output and full employment.
Faster output growth can
also be achieved through
accession to WTO and
regional trade agreements
provided both ensure larger
market access for exporters.

Increase in trade leads to
growth, namely, a strongly outward-oriented trade
regime makes a greater variety of products and good
in quality by using innovative technologies the lifeblood
of growth as technology is transforming innovation at
its core and allowing companies to test new ideas at
speeds by the resources that are available to industries.
So, maintaining outward-oriented pro-trade policies can
have significant benefits.

References
www.imf.org
www.eximbankindia.in
www.sciencedirect.com
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Budgeting as Tool for Achieving

Organizational Goals

From monthlyhousehold budget of some
thousand rupeesto UnionBudget of
Government of India amounting to
INR.19,78,060 crore (FY 2016-17) ,released
every year in February,budgets are crucial
control to ensure that activities are undertaken
within the limits made and as planned.

Without a plan for achieving goals, the
prospects of achieving them are diminished.
The same hold true for an organisation.
Organization needs a way to coordinate
everyone efforts toward the goal. One way
to achieve is this by developing and following
budgets.

As the organisation pursues its goal, the
budget is used to guide actions and decisions
by identifying when the things are getting off
track-where the limits are exceeded or there
is any underutilization.

Budget as Control Tool

Budgeting is used as a tool for planning and
controlling how an organization’s financial
resources will be allocated and used.

Budgetary control is a system of controlling
costs and resources which includes comparing
actual performance with the budgeted
performance and subsequently acting upon the
actual results to minimise variance and
achieve maximum returns. In essence,
budgetary control is intended to ensure that
the activities carried out are providing the
desired outcomes.

Contrary to popular belief, budgets are today
not merely the concern of financial
department in an organization. The other
departments (production, sales and marketing,
human resources, etc.) haveequally
responsible and accountable. So in today’s

global competitive environment, it is crucial for department
owners and managers to have understanding of basics of
budgeting and its modern concepts.

Benefitsof Budgeting

Types of Budgets
Usually budgets are classified on the basis of departments
organization have or function/ activity itperforms.

Majority of them have:

 * Shakeel
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Challenges of Budgeting

Taking abovebenefits into account, the budgeting process at times
faces some challenges, which I too have recently faced,
nevertheless these challenges can be faced with adequate
responses by management as discussed below:

Approaches in Budgeting

The major approaches in budgeting process are:

Historical Budgeting

This type of budgeting take reference to previous budgets
prepared;

After taking a reference, adjustments are made for effects of
inflation and expected decline and growth in operations, etc;

It is based on assumption that business variables and the
organizations strategy stay essentially the same from budget
period to budget period;

This approach does neither takes into account mutliple factors
nor challenges status quo.

E.g. for preparing payroll budget, the organization takes last year
cost as base and makes adjustment for expected new joiners and
resignations, increment and inflation  thereby arriving at budget
for current period.

Zero-Based Budgeting

It requires initating the budgeting process from scratch each time
a budget is prepared;

The effectiveness of each activity or how its adding value must
be justified before being included in the budget;

Each activity outlined in the budget plan is
approached from a fresh perspective.

Because it assumes nothing, Zero-Based
Budgeting encourages innovation;

Organization can find new solutions for old
problems as this invloves innovation  and
change.

E.g. For preparing payroll budget, the
organization analyses whether the existing
manpower is required under current
structure; enquires  allocation, roles and job
architectureof employees in each
department; to ensure  they are in line with
existing requirements, any excess headcount
is fired and shortage is filled.  They will also
analyse the existing pay structure and checks
whether any hike or cut is possible.

Hybrid

* This approach is the combination of
above two approaches;

* Depending on circumstances, an
organization may depend on Historical
Budgeting, but use Zero-Based Bud
geting to seek innovation and change
from time to time.

Before choosing the approach, management
needs to consider whether or not it will help
organisation achieve its goals.

Once budget is set, it is used to monitor
progress. As the budgetary period progresses,
actual results are recorded and compared to
what was planned in the budget. This is what
allows for control function. Together, planning
and controlling create a budgetary planning
and controlling that allows variance analysis.
Having the above benefits, challenges, types
and approaches into account, it is vital for
management to have budgetary control for
achieving organization goals, thereby working
towards the vision of the organization.

 * cashakeelahmedkhan@gmail.com
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Strengthening Manufacturing:

National Capital Goods Policy 2016

Among all the sectors, it is the Capital Goods sector
that is often called the ‘mother of all manufacturing
industry’. The National Capital Goods policy aims to
achieve an increase in production from USD 35 billion
in FY 2014-15 to USD 115 billion in 2025.

Among all the sectors, it is the Capital Goods sector
that is often called the ‘mother of all manufacturing
industry’. By definition, any good (plant, machinery,
equipment) that is used to manufacture other products
(either directly or indirectly) is called a Capital Good.

Capital Goods market size in India is worth USD 48
billion and production of USD 35 billion in 2014-15 and
comprises several segments of the manufacturing
sector. The sub sectors include: Machine tools, textile
machinery, Earthmoving machinery, plastic processing
machinery, process plant equipment, dies, moulds &
press tools, printing machinery, metallurgical machinery
and food processing machinery. The Heavy Electrical
and Power Plant Equipment segment occupies the
largest share of aggregate production. The other
significant sub-sectors are Process Plant Equipment
and Construction Equipment.

The Capital Goods sector in India contributes 12% to
the total manufacturing activity. It provides direct
employment to about 1.4 million people and indirect
employment to 7 million people.

The sector has witnessed success in overseas trade,
with exports expanding to a total of USD 9.41 billion in
the Financial Year (FY) 2014-15. Furthermore, the

government’s push to manufacturing through the
‘Make in India’ initiative and several other incentives
has provided an impetus to this growing sector.

Strengthening the Capital Goods Sector

To realise the objectives of the National Capital Goods
Policy, the government has taken the following steps
to overcome the issues faced by this sector.

1. Creating an ecosystem for globally
competitive Capital Goods sector

In order to create an ecosystem for a globally
competitive Capital Goods sector, the policy envisages
the implementation of a uniform Goods and Services
Tax (GST) across all sub-sectors.

Another significant policy action includes the setting
up of Start-up Centres for the sector in collaboration
with Department of Heavy Industry (DHI) and Capital
Goods (CG) industry in 80:20 ratios. This step will
ensure any form of technical, business and financial
aid to upcoming Start-ups in both the manufacturing
and services space.

2. Creation and Expansion of Market for Capital
Goods sector

The aim of this Policy is to simplify terms mentioned in
procurement contracts. There has also been a proposal
to make revisions to the primary qualification criteria
of public procurement contracts. Apart from these
policy actions, provisions have been made in contracts
to promote indigenously manufactured products.
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3.     Promotion of exports

In order to enhance the promotion of exports, the Heavy
Industry Export & Market Development Assistance
Scheme (HIEMDA) has been created. A branding plan
in collaboration with the India Brand Equity Foundation
(IBEF) is also in the pipeline

As a part of the vision of the ‘Make in India’ initiative,
all the significant capital goods sub-sectors like machine
tools, textile machinery, etc will be integrated for the
effective implementation of upcoming projects

4.   Human Resource Development

In the sphere of skill development, a sector skills council
has been set up along with five regional centres. There
is also a plan to formulate a comprehensive skill
development policy with the Capital Goods Skills
Council.

5.   Technology and IPR

The new policy recommends a raise in the allocation
of budget to establish Centres of Excellence, Common
Engineering Facility Centres, Integrated Industrial
Infrastructure Park and Technology Acquisition Fund
Programme.

Since there is a substantial gap in technology depth
across sub-sectors, the policy aims to launch a
Technology Development Fund to provide aid for
technology acquisition, transfer of technology and
purchase of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR).

6.   Introduction of Mandatory Standards

A key element of the policy is to ensure to the
implementation of global standards. If there are no
defined standards, International Organisation for
Standardisation’s (ISO) guidelines must apply to make
sure that quality of the capital goods are not
compromised.

7.  Focus on SME Development

The policy lays emphasis on the introduction of new
schemes to boost the competitiveness of the Capital
Goods sector through cluster development. These
schemes are created to aid in the development and
growth of Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The
Department of Heavy Industry will sponsor 80% of
the total fee of the cluster projects.

National Capital Goods Policy: A step in the right
direction

The primary objective of the Capital Goods policy is to
increase the contribution of the Capital Goods sector

from the current 12% to 20% of total manufacturing
activity by 2025. Through this Policy, India aims to
feature among the leading capital goods producing
nations in the world.

Under the National Capital Goods policy which is under
the aegis of the Department of Heavy Industries and
Public Enterprises, the government has a clear mission
to achieve an increase in production from USD 35 billion
in FY 2014-15 to USD 115 billion in 2025. The agenda
also envisages increasing exports from the current 27%
to 40% of production. It emphasises on raising the share
of domestic production in India’s demand from 60% to
80% to make the country an exporter of capital goods.

Apart from the objectives mentioned above, the target
of the National Capital Goods Policy is to ensure
improvement in technology across sub-sectors, increase
availability of skilled labour and promote growth and
capacity building of MSMEs.

Governance Mechanism for Policy Initiative

Since the National Capital Goods Policy is vital for the
development of the manufacturing sector, it requires a
joint effort from both Central and State Ministries,
industry associations, manufacturing firms and end-user
firms.

It has been proposed that a group be formed to work
with state governments and help in the development
and implementation of Capital Goods policies. This
group will monitor the status of implementation of
projects in the end user industry segments for capital
goods as well as the efficient utilisation of allocated
funds.

Meanwhile, the state government will work in close
collaboration with the central government to ensure
the smooth implementation of these policies and actively
contribute towards the task of cluster development.

Capital Goods is a large and important sector and
significantly contributes to the manufacturing activity
in India. The National Capital Goods Policy is a major
step to unleash the potential of this sector and is
formulated to achieve the overall vision laid down by
the ‘Make in India’ initiative.

Source:
http://www.makeinindia.com/article/-/v/strengthening-

manufacturing-national-capital-goods-policy

For detailed policy please visit: http://dhi.nic.in/writereaddata/
Content/NationalCapitalGoodsPolicy2016.pdf
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Indian Broadcasting
sector is a sunrise sector
for the economy making
high growth strides.
Indian media industry is
on the cusp of a strong
phase of growth, backed
by rising consumer
demand and improving
advertising revenues. The
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows in the
Information and Broadcasting sector (including Print
Media) in the period April 2000 – March 2016 stood at
US$ 4.98 billion, as per data released by Department
of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP).

The government has been steadily liberalising FDI
framework for this sector to move towards a digital
addressable system because the higher FDI permission
would mean higher investments for ensuring
digitalization.

Press Note 5 of 2016 has significantly opened up the
sector for FDI and now up to 100% FDI is allowed in
Teleports (setting up of uplinking HUBs/ Teleports),
DTH, Cable Networks (Multi System Operators
(MSOs) undertaking upgradation of networks towards
digitalization and addressability), Mobile TV, Headend-
in the Sky (HITS) and in Cable Networks comprising
of other MSO’s not undertaking upgradation of
networks towards digitalization and addressability and
Local Cable Operators.FDI up to 49% by way of
Government route is permitted in the Broadcasting
Content Services in case of Terrestrial Broadcasting
FM (FM radio) and in Up-linking of ‘News and Current
affairs’ TV channels.

FDI up to 100% under automatic route is permitted in
Up-linking of ‘Non-News and Current Affairs’ TV
channels.

Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) approval
however, is required in situations where the license

already exists in the Company and
it is going approval would however,
be required in situations where the
license already exists in the
Company and it is going for either
foreign investment resulting in
change in the ownership pattern,
or where there is transfer of stake
by existing investor to a new
foreign investor.

Some likely advantages of the FDI policy change

(i) Employment generation in the broadcasting sector;

(ii) Boosting forex reserves;

(iii) Wider choice for Indian consumers in Carriage and
Content Services.

Additionally, FDI policy liberalisation will incentivise for
cable networks who have been bearing the brunt of
the costs of digitization as pushed by the government in
the last few years. Also, fully liberalizing the
broadcasting sector has opened up a lot of avenues for
strategic investors from developed countries to invest
in Indian economy. Due to the major reforms in the
policy, the revenue from advertising is expected to grow
at a CAGR of 13% and expected to exceed Rs. 81,600
crore (US$ 12.09 billion) in 2019 from Rs 41,400 crore
(US$ 6.17 billion) in 2015.

This could also result in expanding opportunities for
educational and cultural development. The increased
FDI limit is also likely to provide financial support to
the news industry (particularly broadcast news).
Therefore, it may be a win -win situation both for foreign
investors and the Indian economy.

Source
http://www.broadcastandcablesat.co.in/

index.php/4138-fdi-in-indian-broadcasting-sector

FDI in Indian Broadcasting Sector

Bhumesh Verma
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In a step to further ease and quicken the pace of
incorporation of a company in India, The Ministry of
Corporate Affairs amended the Companies
Incorporation Rules by enacting the Companies
(Incorporation) Fourth Amendment Rules, 2016 and
released a simplified form for the incorporation of a
company named Simplified Proforma for Incorporating
Company Electronically (SPICE) otherwise known as
Form INC-32.

The challenge before professionals in assisting their
clients to incorporate a company in India at the earliest
possible time was in obtaining manual signatures on
the subscription pages to the Memorandum of
Association (MoA) which describes in detail the main
business to be pursued by the company and the matters
incidental thereto and to the Articles of Association
(AoA) which regulates the several covenants between
the shareholders and several other forms to be filed
along with the MoA and AoA. The mandatory
requirement of the physical signatures (even though
the digital signatures had been made mandatory several
years ago) from the promoters of a company delayed
the company incorporation process to a certain extent.

In a push to make the company incorporation process
more electronic and thus faster, the subscription pages
to the MoA and AoA and the physical signatures thereon
including the witnesses to the subscribers, have been
removed and these information can now be provided in
Forms INC-32 and INC-34 which are signed digitally
by the promoters and the witnesses. The complete
particulars of the shareholder, the number of shares
subscribed by each shareholder and the type of shares
taken by them and the details of the witnesses to their
subscription is also required to be submitted on these
two forms. In addition to this, Form INC-34 permits
adoption of a model Articles of Association as already
prescribed under the Companies Act, 2013.

India Simplifies Company

Incorporation Procedures

Although a simplified integrated incorporation process
was already in existence for a few years through the
requirement of filing Form INC-29, many professionals
advised against the use of Form INC-29 due to the
fact that INC-29 required filing of all documents
without having the name of the company approved.
So if the proposed name was rejected or required to
be modified, the professionals had to redraft all the
documents with a new name, obtain signatures and
file them once again which process did not effectively
serve its purpose. In the present electronic forms,
promoters can follow the regular process of applying
for a name in Form INC-1, have the name approved
and thereafter proceed with the incorporation process
using the SPICE forms.

However all the above may hold good for a company
with Indian promoters and not for a company with
foreign promoters or for a foreign company
incorporating its subsidiary in India. The requirement
of the foreign subscribers having to subscribe their
names in the presence of a notary public in their home
country and the further requirement of having all the
documents apostil led in the home country may not
give the much needed relief to foreign companies who
wish to incorporate their subsidiary in India. Unless
the company incorporation rules are further amended
to remove the requirement of a notary public witnessing
the signatures of the foreign subscribers and also
requiring the documents to be apostil led, SPICE may
not add much spice to the company incorporation
process.

Source
https://www.hg.org/article.asp?id=40532

Rajkishore Bhagwatsaran
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Five Common Slip-Ups

in M& A

In this era of shrinking
global markets, Mergers &
Acquisitions (‘M&A’) are
used as instruments of
growth and to gain easy
market access. Factors
such as market expansion,
opening up of economies,
favorable regulatory
frameworks, divestitures
and realignments have led
to an increase in the volume
and size of M&As. This
article attempts to deal with some of the common slip-
ups that can be avoided in such M&A transactions.

Five common slip-ups – the legal standpoint

Not so ‘materially diligent’ due diligence: Due
diligence not only helps in identifying and mitigating risks
associated with undertaking a transaction but also forms
the basis for inclusion of key commercial and legal terms
in the definitive documents. However, when faced with
a large volume of information to review and tight
deadlines, it is easy to lose focus and overlook material
issues. In order to ensure a result oriented, efficient
and time bound due diligence exercise, it is essential
that the scope of the diligence and nature of information
and material to be reviewed be identified at the beginning
and sought as part of the information checklist.

It is also possible for major impediments to the
transaction to be overlooked during a diligence exercise
due to non-provision of relevant documents, or
information provided not pointing to any such road
blocks. To prevent any such scenario, it is necessary to
ensure that all the pertinent questions are asked and

the necessary boxes ticked. Also, counsel should
continue to have access to the data room till closure of
the transaction towards evaluating any further
information required to be looked at in light of
disclosures made under the disclosure letter.

Deal structuring without emphasis on tax
considerations: While arriving at the structure and
construct of the deal due regard should be given to the
tax impact and exposure on the parties. Structuring
deals as ‘asset purchase’, ‘slump sale’ or ‘stock
purchase’ should be done by taking the overall tax
implications of the structure into consideration. In the
backdrop of the Vodafone case, it is pertinent that the
legal viability of available double tax avoidance routes
are considered before arriving at the structure. Where
there is ambiguity on the tax treatment of a structure,
an advance ruling or informal view of tax authorities
should be obtained.

Further, in order to ring fence from adverse tax liabilities
it is advisable that the transaction document contains
specific indemnity provisions on tax or holdback/escrow
of taxable amounts. Additionally, treatment of other

Rajesh Begur & Avik Karmakar
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applicable taxes on the structure such as service
tax, VAT, customs duty, withholding
requirements, etc., should be clearly dealt with
in the transaction document and the final
transaction consideration should be determined
only after taking into account all such
deductions and tax liabilities.

Not giving equal focus to commercial,
regulatory and legal terms: It is often seen
that parties put much greater emphasis and
importance on the commercial and pricing
aspects of the deal without thoroughly
examining and evaluating the implications of
obtaining requisite regulatory approvals such as
from RBI and FIPB, legal provisions contained
in the definitive documents. To prevent any
unwarranted complications in the future, the
legal, regulatory and commercial provisions in
definitive document should be evaluated and considered
in tandem. As such, definitive documents should be
drafted with utmost care and sans any ambiguity.

Indemnification provisions not being adequately
dealt with: While it is often the practice for standard
indemnification provisions to be incorporated in
definitive documents, care should be taken to craft
indemnity clauses to cover specific risks and processes
on a case to case basis.

Towards this, indemnity provisions can be crafted inter
alia to include specific indemnities based on due
diligence findings and anticipated future claims, towards
limiting the seller’s liability by setting out - indemnity
caps, ‘de-minimus provisions’, limitation periods,
materiality thresholds, subject matter limitations and
other qualifications, to provide exemptions available
under law such as indemnity against remote and
consequential damages, to ensure that indemnification
procedures and processes are clearly mapped, towards
covering out of pocket expenses, loss of profits,
attorney fees, etc.

Improper handling of employee transition: M&A
transactions in particular require proper handling of
employee transitions in order to ensure smooth transfer
of the business from sellers to purchasers. This requires
that the terms of employee transition be translated in
the deal document as also communication of thereof to
such employees. Care should however be taken to
ensure that any such communication of transition terms
be balanced with the seller’s confidentiality obligations.
It is ideal that preliminary discussions are held between
the company and employees on issues such as the

buyer’s plan for retention of employees, cherry picking
of employees, liability of retrenchment payment (if any),
continuity of employment on same terms, employment
agreements of key employees, treatment of existing
employee stock options, etc.

Further matters such as transfer of continuing benefits,
employee liabilities and contract labor issues in which
the principal employer has liabilities under the applicable
laws, pending employee related claims, disputes,
existence of trade unions, compliance with local laws,
should be carefully checked and addressed in the deal
document.

Conclusion
The common pitfalls in M&A transactions dealt with
above can be avoided by taking a more focused,
pragmatic and cautious approach while drafting and
negotiating the transaction documents. This would in
turn facilitate smoother and quicker closings and help
avert any unwarranted complications for the parties
involved.

Source: http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/538592/
M+A+Private+equity/

Five+Common+SlipUps+In+MA
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Forthcoming Events

Girls in Tech India is organising an “Entrepreneurship
Boot-Camp November 14-16, 2016” Tourism Plaza,
Paryataka Bahvan, Begumpet, Hyderabad supported
by Government of Telangana and US Consulate
General, Hyderabad. FTAPCCI is also   the partner of
this Programme.

The theme of the workshop is “Power Tools:
Confidence, Leadership and Entrepreneurship”,
an intensive program designed for women – aspiring
& existing entrepreneurs - Women professionals –
Women in STEM (Science, technology, engineering and
mathematics)

The Bootcamp will be led by Ms. Hilary MJS Weber,
Founder & CEO of Opportu Startup Innovations and
an adjunct Instructor on startup innovation for UC
Berkeley’s College of engineering Executive Education
Programme.

Workshop on “Entrepreneurship: Boot-Camp”
November 14-16, 2016” Tourism Plaza, Paryataka Bahvan, Begumpet, Hyderabad

The participants   who wish to attend the programme
are requested to log on to http://
powertoolsbootcamp.blogspot.com (Read complete
instructions on the website before applying). The last
date to receive applications is November 02, 2016. The
applicants are selected   by a selection panel.

All participants shall receive a certificate with
authorization of U.S. Consulate General Hyderabad,
Opportu Startup Innovation, USA and Pantas and Ting:
Sutardja Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology,
Berkeley Engineering, University of California,
Berkeley, USA. 

There is no registration fee - Interested members
are requested to apply through the application given in
link referred above and with a copy to
vydehip@ftapcci.com.  For further information, please
contact Ms. Sree Divya, Vadlapudi,
email: divya@imwiser.com

Awareness Program on
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
On 12.11.2016 at Patancheru Industries Association Hall, Adjacent to SBH,
Bombay Highway, Industrial Estate, Patancheru, R.R. Dist

The Federation of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FTAPCCI)

Supported by Ministry of MSME, Government of India

is organizing Awareness Program Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) on 12th November, 2016  at Patancheru
Industries Association Hall, Adjacent to SBH, Bombay
Highway, Industrial Estate, Patancheru, Medak Dist.
for the benefit of Micro, Small and Medium Industries.

The Programme is supported by the Ministry of Small
and Medium Enterprises, Government of India under
the IPR Awareness Scheme.  The Main objective is to
enhance awareness of  Micro, Small and Medium
Industries about Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) to
take measures for the protecting their ideas and
business strategies.

Senior Officials from Patents and Trade Marks office,
Chennai, Faculty Member of MSME Development
Institute, Hyderabad, Professor from IPR Centre of

University College of Law and other eminent legal
experts have consented to give presentation on the
following   topics:

* Over view of the new IPR Policy- with specific
reference to MSME sector 

* Trade Marks Law & Registration procedure

* Importance of Geographical Indication

* Patenting and Patent Laws and - Enforcement of
Rights

* Copy Rights and Designs

* TRIPS Agreement

There is no registration fee but prior registration is must

In view of the importance, members are requested to
kindly make it convenient to attend the Awareness
Programme and also please confirm their participation
Ms. BS Mekhala, Mobile: 9491971603;
e-mail: mekhala@ftapcci.com
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FICCI in association with FTAPCCI are organizing an
Interactive meeting on National Pension System (NPS)
at FTAPCCI Auditorium, Redhills, Hyderabad from 3
pm to 5 pm on 17th November, 2016.

The National Pension System (NPS), introduced by
the Government of India, is a defined contribution
pension system which is open to all citizens
of India between the age of 18 and 60 years on a
voluntary basis. The scheme aims to provide a regular
income and social security to people post their
retirement by encouraging them save and build a
retirement fund. The recent positive regulatory changes
made in the NPS by way of better fund management,
higher tax incentives and greater flexibility have made
the scheme more attractive.  Through this meeting we
wish to apprise you of the various other beneficial
aspects of the scheme and also showcase the

Interactive Meeting on - National Pension System (NPS)
November 17, 2016 @FTAPCCI Auditorium, Hyderabad

experience of other organizations which have
successfully adopted the programme. The event will
also provide you the opportunity to have direct
interactions with the senior officials of PFRDA and
other stakeholders enabling you to clear all your queries
regarding the scheme.

We invite you to participate in this important meeting.
In case you are preoccupied, you may depute a relevant
senior representative from your company to attend the
same. There is no participation fee for this meeting.

Please forward confirmations to
jayasree@ftapcci.com / latha.reddy@ficci.com /
ficciap@ficci.com  

For any further details contact
040-23395275 /040-23395515 to 522

National Seminar on GST
19th November 2016 at 9.30am  | ITC Kakatiya, Begumpet, Hyderabad

GST has become a reality and Trade, Industry, Service
Sector including individuals will have to gear up to this
change and ready themselves for migration into the new
system of indirect taxation. The change will impact Tax
Structure, Tax Incidence, Tax Computation, Supply
Chain, Credit Utilization, and Compliance System
besides the way we do business because of the complete
revamp of the current Indirect Tax System.

FTAPCCI as the Apex Chamber for the States of
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh represents a wide cross
section comprising trade, commerce and industry such
as Large Manufacturing Units, Large Service Providers,
Industry and Trade Associations, MSME sector,
Professionals and Sole Proprietary business. 

FTAPCCI is organizing a National Seminar on
GST which will have the following distinct features
like:

(i) The best of faculty to brief and provide an overview
of the Model GST Law and Business Modules like
Registration /Returns /Invoice /Payment / Refund
and Formats;

(ii) In depth separate group discussion on Industry,
Trade and Services Sector as desired by significant
sections of trade and industry to answer questions

 and prepare for any further representations to
 Government

(iii) Q&A session with the best of advisors and last but
 not least

(iv) Key Note address on GST implementation in India
by one of the Country’s most respected Tax Experts
Sri Satya Poddar- Tax partner-Policy Advisory
Group- E&Y.

Who can Participate: CEOs, CFOs, Finance /
Accounts / Legal Executives, Senior Auditors and
Financial Professionals/ Consultants, Service providers
and manufacturing sectors availing CENVAT credit,
Exporters of services, Users of services provided in
India or abroad, Middle & Senior Level executives
dealing in Indirect Taxes in the corporate world as well
as the practicing CA, CS, CMA and other related
professionals such as Advocates and VAT Practitioners.

Participation Fee:  The Seminar has immense value
for the participants however the fee is kept at Rs. 3,000
per participant (including Taxes, refreshment & lunch-
Two or More Delegates @ 10% discount from the same
organization). The fee is to be paid by way of cash or
Cheque / DD in favour of FTAPCCI payable at
Hyderabad.
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Members are requested to participate in the seminar
and confirm their participation to
nvslakshmi@ftapcci.com at the earliest.

Since the seats are limited therefore shall be made
available on first-come-first served basis. You are
requested to register yourself and also nominate your
colleagues for the same.

FOR NEFT/ RTGS PAYMENTS

Name :  FTAPCCI

Bank :  State Bank of India,

Branch :  Bazarghat, Hyderabad

Branch Code :  20588

Bank A/c Number :  10005356049

IFSC Code :  SBIN0005893

PAN Code :  AAATT3962E

Email : accounts@ftapcci.com

Training Program
EXPORT MARKETING-Procedures & Documentation
on  24th to 26th November 2016 at Federation House, FTAPCCI, Red Hills, Hyderabad

The objective of the Program is to present an overview
on the different areas relating to Export/ Import and
the program is for the entrepreneurs, who are successful
in their local market and to identify the capacity to export

Agenda / Structure :

* Marketing Opportunities in 21st Century
* Starting Export & Import Business- Licences &

Approvals
* Methods of Realizing Payments &  Payments

Transaction under Letter of Credit
* Concept of Digital Signature and e-filling
* Foreign Exchange Management Act and regulation

covering export transaction
* Currency Risk Management in International Trade
* Pre-Shipment & Post Ship Finance for Exporters
* Commercial Documents in International Trade
* Regulatory Documents in International Trade
* Understanding Incoterms 2010

Eminent Speakers and Officials from Joint Director
General of Foreign Trade, Export Credit Guarantee
Corpn. of India Ltd., Central Excise & Customs,
Reserve Bank of India and representatives of reputed
institutions are being invited to participate and lead the
sessions.

The Delegate fee :
The Delegate fee is Rs. 3000/- and for Students /
Faculty Rs. 2500/- (inclusive of service  tax).

The fee is to be paid way of Cash or Cheque / DD
in favour of ‘FTAPCCI’ .

For NEFT / RTGS Payments please find
below the details:

Name : FTAPCCI
Bank : SBI
Branch : Bazarghat, Hyderabad
Bank Code : 05893
A/c. No : 10005356049
IFSC Code : SBIN0005893
PAN Code : AAATT3962E
e-mail : accounts@ftapcci.com

For Registration and Sponsorship
Opportunities Contact :

R.KULKARNI, Joint Director, FTAPCCI,
Mobile : 98482 86640, 80085 79625,

e-mail : kulkarni@ftapcci.com

MSMEs

Online Registration Facilitation Centre at FTAPCCI

Every Friday 3pm to 5pm
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Ministry of Labour & Employment
Government of India
Shram Shakti Bhawan,

Rafi Marg, New Delhi – 110 019.
 
D.O.Z.-20025/15/2016-LRC                                                               Dated : 09th May, 2016

Dear Dr. Joy,

As you are aware, various labour laws mandate maintenance of voluminous physical registers and documents
by enterprises/establishments.  In this context, it is observed that digitization of these Registers and other
documents has the potential to achieve large productivity improvement, both in terms of simplifying processes
and data management as well as improving the ease of monitoring by the labour laws enforcement agencies.

2. In view of this, it has been decided to move towards a regime of online maintenance of registers/records
mandated by labour laws, by business/establishments and integrate the same with the Shram Suvidha Portal
so that the information is available on real time to both the establishment as well the enforcement authorities. 
As a first step to move in this direction, it is required to have all registers/documents maintained in digital/
electronic form. 

3. These registers and records have to be produce/made available to the inspectors/authorities during the
inspection of the establishments or on other occasions as per the law.  However, section 4 of the Information
Technology Act, 2000, provides that “where any law provides that information or any other matter shall be in
writing or in the typewritten or printed form, then notwithstanding anything contained in such law, such
requirement shall be deemed to have been satisfied if such information or matter is rendered or made available
in an electronic form; and accessible so as to be usable for a subsequent reference”.  In view of this provision,
it has been decided that if any employer/establishment makes available such registers/records in electronic
form and accessible to the inspector/authority so as to be usable for a subsequent reference, then that
employer/establishment should not be required to produce print/hard copy of these documents. 

4. You are requested to issue necessary instructions to your field officers/inspectors to follow this decision. 
The Ministry may kindly be apprised of the action taken by your organization, in this regard, at the earliest. 

 Yours sincerely
            (Dheeraj Kumar) 

The Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt (Commercial Office) in New Delhi has informed that an Egyptian
Company M/s.”Royal Cosmetic Co. & Royal Chemicals Co. would like to export cosmetic and personal care
products to India.

For details, please contact – M/s. Royal Cosmetic Co. & Royal Chemicals Co., Industrial area-South Port
Said Port Said, Egypt.  Ph: +20663770077,  Mobile: +201221190801, Fax:  +20663770099,
email:  kfawaz@royal-cosmetic.com

The Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt (Commercial Office) in New Delhi has informed that an Egyptian
Company, M/s. Pure Life Company for Investment & Agricultural Development would like to export Jojoba
Seeds to India.

For details, please contact – M/s. Pure Life Company for Investment & Agricultural Development, 519
Ahram St. - Giza Square - next to halwany EI Domiatty - Giza, (EGYPT).  Ph: +201119593534 - +2
01123366685 - +201013149155, Fax: +20235725900, email: agriegypt@hotmail.com

The Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt (Commercial Office) in New Delhi has informed that an Egyptian
Company M/s.  Prince Molasses would like to export products (Hookah Tobacco, Shisha Tobacco, Flavored
Tobacco & Non Flavored Tobacco) to India.

For details, please contact M/s. Prince Molasses, 40 Shoubra St., Cairo –Egypt.  Ph: 202-2-4608068, email:
export@prince-molasses.com, mostafa@prince-molasses.com; Website: www.prince-molasses.com
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